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DEDICATION
To my husband Justen and my sons Jed and James –
I want to say thank you for your big support, your heartwarming
encouragement, and your faith in me.
Justen, you keep telling me to continue writing whatever I’d like to share
In my blog. And you always tell me that you are on my side, and will
never leave me alone.
Jed, you keep telling me to stay positive and stop worrying about what
people say to me.
James, you keep telling me to trust the Lord, He is with me wherever I will
go.
Thank you guys, I love you always and forever…
Joyce Cortes Mackenroth
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Hi!
I’m Joyce Cortes Mackenroth – mother of two sons, wife of my soul mate. I
am Deaf but I am also a cochlear implantee. I have one deaf son and
one hearing son. My husband is hard-of-hearing. I worked at various jobs
as a community facilitator, substitute teacher, and daycare teacher. After
my last job, I decided to be a full-time blogger. I am also web & graphic
designer and freelance photographer. Moreover, I am a merchant on
Etsy, my online store is named iSmooch Planner.
I blog at Live Laugh Love Post ( livelaughlovepost.com ), where I can share
my personal growths and advice, creative ideas of food and drink
recipes, and book reviews to make my whole life enjoyable. And I’ve
created another blog, Create 2 Blog ( Create2Blog.com ), where bloggers
and entrepreneurs find some blogging tips, making money blogging, and
advice on utilizing their blog.
This is my very first ebook. I wanted to give you a chance to build a
profitable blog. I am very busy in my amazing blogging life, so having
someone guide the way with you is helpful. I can help you to get started
with building a profitable blog. Building a blog is a lot of work and
patience. If you want to make money blogging quickly within 24 hours,
this may NOT be for you. If you want to write a blog to feel enjoyable and
you love to help other people, or you wish to share your thoughts and
ideas with bloggers, this is for you.
To help you do that, I’ve had complied my blogging ideas within building
a profitable blog. This will get you through a few weeks with some tips.
If it is helpful, stop by my blogs, livelaughlovepost.com or
create2blog.com to see more and get some ideas how to blog.
Thank you,
Joyce
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…How to start a blog…
I have three blogs but I mostly write on my blog, livelaughlovepost.com.
Three years ago, I decided to build a blog. It was very easy to get started
with a blog. Before you decide which web hosting you want to set up
your blog, I’ve seen a lot of bloggers that have BlueHost. I want you to
know that I’ve researched which the best quality web hosting is.
Hostgator.com is the best top of the web hosting company! I advise that
you do your research on which best web hosting service and domain
name is for you. Check this link to do your research first before you decide
to start a blog.
If you decide to choose the Hostgator.com, that’d be great! I have
partnered with the company for almost 5 years. The service is so amazing!
I am going to walk you through how to start a blog. It will take less than 15
– 20 minutes to set up a blog. Are you ready?
1) Choose a good domain name.
Your domain name can be anything you wish in your own blog. You need
to think about choosing a good domain name before you purchase this.
Consider what you want to blog about. Will it be focusing on a specific
topic or have a broad scope to include various lifestyles? Grab a notepad
and pen. Think, write, think and write something down until you finally
decide to choose a right domain name for your new blog.
2) Get Started Now.
My favorite hosting service is Hostgator! It’s a very excellent hosting service
with some free features. The customer service is great! I have the “Baby
Plan”, because I have 3 blogs. Let’s get started with setting up web
hosting – Get 20% off all New HostGator Hosting plans with Coupon:
SNAPPY.
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3) Enter your own domain and choose one of the Hosting Packages.
When you choose a good domain name, you need to decide which one
of the hosting packages you want for your blog. If you want a single
domain + hosting service, the package is called the “Hatching Plan”. If
you want unlimited domains (more than one domain name) + hosting
services, the optional package is “Baby Plan”. That’s what I have used for
my three blogs. If you want unlimited domains (more than one domain) +
hosting services + free Private SSL and IP and Toll Phone number, that is
called – “Business Plan”. I encourage you to do your research on which
one of the hosting plans you choose.
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When you decide to sign up one of the hosting plans, enter the domain
name and choose a hosting plan in the order form.
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And you need to fill in the blank boxes in the billing account. For
additional services, please uncheck all the selected boxes. You will not
need these services unless you decide to keep the services.

4) Setup WordPress.
Amazing! You’ve got your new hosting plan + your new domain name!
Let’s go to the Hostgator.com dashboard and look for the “QuickInstall”
Icon.
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When you find “QuickInstall” icon, click to open this. And then you can go
ahead to click on “WordPress” in the left-column. WordPress is the blog
platform where you will use to do your daily blogging. It allows you to
easily direct having a blog and setting up your website.
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5) Congratulations! You can start a blog!
You should get the temporary password + username for your blog in your
email. So your blog is now up and you can view it online. Once you are
ready to start designing your blog and posting you will need to login
through Wordpress here: http://www.yourdomainname.com/wp-admin
and use the login and password that you created. By the way, you did a
great job in starting your new lifestyle blog!
Again, congratulations on your new blogging journey!
Next, you are ready to get a theme design for your blog.
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…How to find a web designer…
When you start a blog, you need to find a theme design for your blog. If
you do not have any great skill to design and code the theme, you are so
lucky that I am also web designer at my web design business, Perfectly
Irresistible. You can hire me to help you designing your blog including
coding. The prices are a little bit expensive. Otherwise, if you cannot
afford that, you can type “free blog design themes” in Google Search
Bar. You will notice a lot of free blog themes.
If you want your blog to look so good, you may hire a high quality,
professional web designer to design yours. Most of the professional web
designers charge you $1,000 or more for the web design packages
including coding. You know, they are expensive!
You need to be careful and do your research on the blog designers and
their portfolios first before you choose to hire the right one.
If you are tech savvy and web designer for your blog, that’s great!

...Which theme is the best…
I’d recommend that StudioPress.com is the best quality web themes
company that you will love! They afford a lot of great quality themes
which can fit in your blog; however, these themes must be connected
with the Genesis Framework theme in order to make both of them works
better together. If you buy one of the themes from StudioPress.com
without Genesis Framework theme, it will not function well.
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If you are planning to install one of Genesis Child Themes, please be sure
to buy the Genesis Framework theme first and then choose one of the
Genesis Child Themes.
From my experience, the three Genesis Child themes that I’d strongly
recommend for you are:
1. Foodies Pro Theme
2. Lifestyle Pro Theme
3. Modern Studio Pro Theme
In general, some people choose a different Genesis Child theme, that’s
okay. I explain why I pick three Genesis Child Themes, they are so
awesome!! Just take a look at the three Genesis Child themes listed
below:
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Foodie Pro Theme

I have this theme in my blog, Create2Blog. I love it! Most bloggers are
falling in love with the “Foodie Pro” theme, it is a very high quality theme. It
includes the 6 Layout Options, Custom Header, Featured Images, HTML5
Markup, Mobile Responsive, Theme Options, Translation Ready, and Layout
Options. Click to see the Foodie Pro theme which includes a demo.
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Lifestyle Pro Theme

I have this theme in my personal Lifestyle blog, Live Laugh Love Post. Some
bloggers choose the Lifestyle theme in order to easily adjust the colors of
layouts, custom background, and custom header. The Lifestyle Pro theme
functionally includes 6 Color Styles, 6 Layout Options, Custom Background,
Custom Header, Featured Images, Footer Widgets, Threaded Comments,
Mobile Responsive, and Layout Options. Click to see the Lifestyle Pro
theme, also including a demo.
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Modern Studio Pro Theme

From my experience, I had this theme once before, but it did not meet
what I expected for my lifestyle blog. Modern Studio theme is a good
match for these who have very simple blog such as an author (or writer) or
someone simple. This theme includes Color Styles, Custom Background,
Custom Header, HTML5 Markup, Landing page, Mobile Responsive,
Theme Customizer, Theme Options, and Layout Options. Click to see
Modern Studio Pro theme including a demo as well.
Other than that, you can choose one of any Genesis Child themes for
your blog. Importantly, you need to have Genesis Framework theme so it
can functionally work with one of any Genesis Child themes.
If you cannot afford these themes, there is the list of cheap themes in
different companies but I have no experience to try them before. Some
people say that cheap themes are worth it. This is a list of the themes I’d
recommend:
1. ThemeForest.net
2. TheTemplateMonster.com
3. CreativeMarket.com
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…How to write your first content…
Content is king just like everyone says. Do you know why the content is
important? It’s because it has great SEO, genuinely engaging, generates
sales, and blog traffic. You need to write the content regularly with 300500 words, internal links to other relevant content and naturally placed
keywords helps a website rank organically for relevant search terms and
keywords.
Are you ready to start your first content? Everyone is nervous to start
writing the content, you are not alone. I am sometimes nervous to publish
my posts, as I think that my readers may not like this, but I want to try and
see how much they like my posts. I know that I am not great at writing but
I have my husband to proofread and edit my post before publishing it. If
you have your friend, spouse, or family member to proofread and edit
for you, great!
Grammarly
If nobody can help you with editing your post, you do not have to worry
about perfect grammar + spelling. Good news is that you need to install
the Grammerly, that helps editing your blog post and help you
understanding where you can correct the grammar and change the
misspellings. That’s what I have used this in my blog. But, if you want to
clean your grammar perfectly, you have to pay Grammarly Pro, the
monthly fee is $29.99. And the quarter fee is $59.99, the annual fee is
$135.00.
Hemingway Editor
Other optional way to edit your blog post is to try Hemingway Editor. This
program is very easy to check your grammar, sentence structure, and
others. It’s free to edit the post. But, if you want to install Hemingway app
in your computer and internet, you may want to pay $9.99 one-time.
Yoast SEO
For friendly-SEO, you need to install basic Yoast SEO plug in your blog. It’s
free. For advanced, you may purchase Yoast SEO Advance. If you are not
sure about what SEO is.
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Search engine optimization is a methodology of strategies, techniques
and tactics used to increase the amount of visitors to a website by
obtaining a high-ranking placement in the search results page of a
search engine (SERP) -- including Google, Bing, Yahoo and other
search engines. (Google Search: SEO)
When you write good content, you need to use some words or phrases in
that content where people can search for your products or services. Then
you can share your post with people so they can link your post to others.
And, I want to explain 4 things Google really hates in the post. Let’s talk
about 4 things you need to know why Google hates in the post.
1) Hidden texts. If you put the word that is hidden, your post will not
come up where people search for. Otherwise, Google can ban
your site unless you fix this.
2) Duplicate Contents. Writing duplicated contents is a really bad
idea. I heard that some bloggers wrote duplicated contents.
Unluckily for them, Google took their posts down due to spam
issues. Google can also ban your site.
3) Broken links. If your post has some broken links such as 404 pages or
temporary redirects, you need to fix this quickly. Be sure to put in 301
permanent redirects.
4) No Sitemap. Your site map gives Google the list of web pages that
allows search engines to crawl up. If there is no site map, Goggle
will not give people to find where your post is.
Google Keyword Planner
I use my Goggle Keyword Planner to help me finding the keywords where
people are searching for in my niche. It’s important that you understand
how Google keyword planner works for your niche. First, you go to Google
and type any keywords in the search bar like “Chocolate Cupcakes” or
“Red Velvet Cake Recipe.” These are keywords.
If you want your post to be found in the Google Search list, you need to
understand how people are looking for the keywords. And it’s very
important tool for SEO.
I strongly suggest that you visit a good post about how to use Google
Keyword Planner: Step by Step from the Sits Girls. So do your best!
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…How to create the graphics for your blog post…
This is a safe to say – “adding photos” in your blog post. I do not know
about you, but you are an amazing photographer no matter what.
In my lifestyle blog, I’ve used my own photos and stock photos from some
companies. I am subscriber of Adobe Creative Cloud apps including
Photoshop, Stock Photos, and other programs. The monthly fee is $79.98
because I have been subscribing as an individual since 2011. If you
decide to choose Adobe Creative Cloud membership as only
photographer, you have to pay $9.99 monthly. If you want a full apps
including stock photos, you have to pay $79.98 monthly. It’s very
expensive. You can take a look at the Adobe Creative Cloud plans.
If you cannot afford to buy stock photos, a list of free stock photos I’d
recommend below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

PixaBay.com
Unsplash.com
Freeimages.com
StockSnap

There are a lot of free stock photos on the internet. You can type “Free
Stock Photos” in Google Search Bar. Beware of the copyright policy in
Google Images. Before you decide to gather free stock photos, you need
to read the copyright policy from stock photo companies first. Some
companies require the photo credits or not.
And I’ve used Adobe Photoshop to edit my photos for my blog posts. If
you don’t have photo editing program, you can type “Photo Editing
programs” in Google Search Bar and you will find a lot of free photo
editing programs such as Pixlr.com, PicMonkey.com, or other free photo
editing programs. Most of the free photo editing programs has great fonts
such as handwriting style. Importantly, you need to be sure to check out
what you like to try in photo editing programs and testing your choice of
any photos.

…How blog traffic increases…
Since you write your first post, I want to say congratulations! So you may
need to know how to increase blog traffic. Last two years ago, I wrote my
post about 102 Ways to Increase Blog Traffic. Most of the bloggers
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appreciated how I shared my idea about getting more traffic in their
blogs. Let me give you some ideas on getting more traffic in your blog.
1. Link your post up in the linky party from the bloggers.
2. Join the blogging community.
3. Join the Facebook groups for the bloggers.
4. Set up an email subscription.
5. Leave your comments in popular blogs.
6. Guest post opportunity.
Still, a lot of information in 102 ways to increase blog traffic is available.
Check my article to read and get some ideas.
Other than that, I want to share something you may not be familiar with.
Have you read the ebook about blog traffic grew from 13k to 750k
monthly in less than 9 months? You will love it! I’d strongly recommend
that you grab the ebook and start reading this. In two months ago, I
placed my order to download this book and read it all day. I liked to read
this repeatedly. It helped me to think and figure out how to increase my
blog traffic. The ebook is a must for you! It’s a great blog traffic tool.

… How to connect the blogging community via Social Media …
In the social media, I’ve joined over 10 blogging communities. Before you
join the blogging community groups, you need to follow the rules due to
avoid banning from the group admin. Be sure to read the rules before you
decide to join the groups.
For Facebook groups, I have joined a few amazing groups. But, you have
to follow every bloggers, sharing their blog posts, and etc. Importantly,
you have to read the thread rules carefully. If you are not sure what you
do, please ask the administrators. You can join the Facebook groups list:
1. Social Media Network Group
2. Bloggers Social Media Support
3. Grow Your Blog
4. Bloggers Support Bloggers
For Pinterest groups, I joined a few board groups; however, you have to
ask the followers to invite you in the board groups. You can message
them for the invitation. If you have not heard anything from the board
groups, you can keep asking them to invite you.
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For Twitter groups, I never join groups but some group administrators
invited me in the groups. I do not mind at all but I do not share because
they are not quite same niche from mine. If you are interested to join the
Twitter groups, be sure to ask some followers where you can join.

… How to make money with blog …
Since your blog grows traffic, you should go ahead to join affiliate
programs for everything you may be interested in. Most of the affiliate
programs I use for my lifestyle blog are Amazon and Pepperjam Network.
For Ad networks, you can apply for Google Adsense. It’s very easy to sign
up and start making money. But, you need to know that Adsense only
allows 3 ads in your blog. Importantly, you read the Google Adsense
policy and be sure that you understand. Another optional is to apply for
the Media.net. You can add with Media.net’s in-text ads to make more
money since Adsense limits 3 ads. Luckily, I double my income when I got
both Media.net and Adsense. You can go head to apply the Media.net.

… Blogging 101 Resources …
Elite Blog Academy: This course is very popular but it’s very expensive. You
have to wait until you make money enough to invest the course.
Meanwhile, it is the BEST blog resource that I’ve experience. The problem
is that you have to be on the waiting list until the course is opened once
per year. It helps you understand how your blog can be successful.
How to Blog for Profit without Selling Your Soul by Ruth Soukup: I have my
book, it was such so incredible book to start a blog. This book is written by
the woman who founded the Elite Blog Academy. I strongly recommend
this to anyone who wants to start a blog.
How to Make Money Blogging: How I Replaced My Day Job with My Blog:
Last year, I purchased this ebook. It was so great information on how to
blog. The author, Bob Lotich is founded of Seedtime.com (formerly
ChristianPF.com). I’d highly recommend this to new bloggers.
How to Make Money Online: The author, Mike Omar is founded of
MakeMoneyFromHomeLionsClub.com. He is very good with giving the
detailed information about making money blogging with Adsense, and
more.
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Thank you for reading my first ebook about The Ultimate Guide To Build A
Profitable Blog. Hopefully, this book helps you to get started with your first
blog.
If you have any questions or suggestions, please contact Joyce via email:
joyce@livelaughlovepost.com or hello@create2blog.com . Otherwise, visit
Create 2 Blog to learn more about blogging tools and more tutorials. Sign
up the Create 2 Blog newsletter to learn more blogging tips and tutorials.
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